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NOTES GENERAL:

1. Avery Cootes of Sherman Strategies and Kirk Farrelly and Steven Thesman of Linfield, Hunter
& Junius were invited to speak about the 500 N. Carrollton Ave. development.
2. The Rouse family sold the property to CVS/1st Hartford with the proviso that they not allow a
grocery store tenant. Sherman Strategies (local developer) and LHJ (architect) were hired by
1st Hartford to design the project.
3. Steven gave an overview of the project to date. See attachments. They have been working
with the City Planning Dept., FOLC and MCNO on the layout and design. They are happy to
receive input from all the stakeholders.
4. Jillian mentioned that traffic flow issues would be of paramount importance and Jessica said
truck routing would also be important to the stakeholders.
5. Steven said 188 parking spaces were proposed (171 required by code) and that the truck
route would be up Carrollton to Orleans and then back down Scott.
6. Bob mentioned that the neighbors were desperate for a hardware store tenant. Other ideas
mentioned were a gift/card shop; a salon; a medical clinic.
7. Jillian mentioned that input on the aesthetic and layout is important to the stakeholders as
well. They would like an urban feel, not suburban shopping mall feel.
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8. Directly following the meeting, board members Bob Holloway, John Bankston, Jillian
Shingledecker, Ed LaTour, and Jessica McGregor Carroll voted to re-appoint Harley Weiner as
PNA’s representative on the MCSD board. Board members Deena Bedigian and Stan Richard did
not attend. A letter approving the re-appointment will be sent via email from Jessica to Jim Olson
at MCSD.
End of Minutes
These notes were prepared by Jillian Shingledecker. Meeting Attendees should alert Jillian if they note any errors or
discrepancies.

ATTACHMENTS:

1. Current development plan and elevations – 3 pages.
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